
Hyperekplexia is a syndrome of exaggerated startle response
to tactile, auditory, or other stimuli.1 Patients can present early in
the neonatal period with episodes of stiffening that can be so
severe as to cause apnea and death,2-9 a phenotype often referred
to as “stiff-baby syndrome.”5 With time, the life-threatening
manifestations of hyperekplexia are replaced by startle responses
that are characterized by stiffening and falls.2,5,8,10 Less severely
affected patients experience excessive startle without significant
stiffening.11 Onset of symptoms can occur after the neonatal
period and can be into adulthood.12,13

Hyperekplexia is understood to be a monogenic, though
heterogeneous, disorder. Autosomal dominant, autosomal
recessive, and apparently sporadic forms (that are more likely
the result of de novo mutations) have been recognized.14

Mutations responsible for hyperekplexia have been found in the
alpha 1 subunit of the glycine receptor gene (GLRA1),15 the beta
glycine receptor subunit gene (GLRB),16 the presynaptic sodium-
and chloride-dependent glycine transporter 2 gene

ABSTRACT: Hyperekplexia is a rare disorder caused by autosomal dominant or recessive modes of
inheritance and characterized by episodes of exaggerated startle. Five causative genes have been
identified to date. The syndrome has been recognized for decades and due to its rarity, the literature
contains mostly descriptive reports, many early studies lacking molecular genetic diagnoses. A spectrum
of clinical severity exists. Severe cases can lead to neonatal cardiac arrest and death during an episode,
an outcome prevented by early diagnosis and clinical vigilance. Large treatment studies are not feasible,
so therapeutic measures continue to be empiric. A marked response to clonazepam is often reported but
refractory cases exist. Herein we report the clinical course and treatment response of a severely affected
infant homozygous for an SLC6A5 nonsense mutation and review the literature summarizing the history
and genetic understanding of the disease as well as the described comorbidities and treatment options.

RÉSUMÉ: Hyperekplexie : traitement d’un phénotype sévère et revue de la littérature. L’hyperekplexie est une
maladie caractérisés par des épisodes de réaction exagérée de sursaut et dont le mode d’hérédité peut être dominant
ou récessif. À ce jour, cinq gènes différents ont été identifiés. Le syndrome est connu depuis plusieurs dizaines
d’années et, à cause de sa rareté, la littérature fait état surtout de descriptions de cas dont plusieurs, surtout les
premières, ne comportent pas de diagnostic moléculaire. La sévérité clinique est très variable et, chez les cas sévères,
la maladie peut entraîner un arrêt cardiaque dans la période néonatale et le décès, ce qui peut être prévenu par un
diagnostic précoce et une surveillance clinique. Son traitement demeure empirique parce qu’il n’est pas possible
d’effectuer de grandes études sur ce sujet. Bien qu’une excellente réponse au clonazépam soit souvent rapportée, il
existe des cas résistants à ce traitement. Nous rapportons ici l’évolution clinique et la réponse thérapeutique chez un
bébé sévèrement atteint, homozygote pour une mutation non-sens de SLC6A5, et nous revoyons la littérature portant
sur l’histoire et l’explication génétique de la maladie ainsi que sur les comorbidités décrites et les options
thérapeutiques.
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(SLC6A5),17,18 the glycinergic clustering molecule gephryn
(GPHN),19 and in one patient, in the collybistin gene
(ARHGEF9).20 At times, a mutation cannot be found11,21,22

suggesting the presence of additional causative genes that have
not yet been described. Many earlier case descriptions predate
these molecular findings1,3-6,10,13,23-27 and therefore cannot be
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used for genotype-phenotype correlations. Historically on the
basis of clinical severity, hyperekplexia has been divided into
major and minor forms.1,25 The coexistence of these forms in the
same family suggests that other factors, possibly variants in
different genes, may influence the expression of the phenotype.

Given the rarity of this condition, there are no large trials
addressing its most effective management. Most reports have
described marked improvement with clonazepam2,4,7,8,16,25,28-31

but many other medications have been used when treatment with
clonazepam has not been effective.12,13,27,28,31,32

This report describes the clinical course and treatment
response of a severely affected infant who is homozygous for an
SLC6A5 nonsense mutation. Such genotype/phenotype
descriptions may ultimately help clinicians tailor management to
their patients.

CASE REPORT
Our patient was a term female born to a 27-year-old G4P4L4.

The family moved to Canada from Pakistan at 22 weeks
gestation. Two prenatal ultrasounds were normal. In retrospect,
the mother reported abnormal rhythmic movements in utero. The
baby girl was born at term by vaginal delivery without
instrumentation. No resuscitation was required and Apgars were
9 at one and ten minutes. Birth weight was 3422 g (50th centile)
and head circumference was 34 cm (50th centile).

The parents noted “startle” episodes in hospital, but she was
discharged at 24 hours of age. Overnight they noted recurrent
“seizures” during which she would stiffen and tremble for 20
seconds to one minute, her face turning “black”. They brought
the baby, now 40 hours-of-age, to the emergency department
after a prolonged episode. While in the emergency department
she had multiple episodes associated with apnea. She was treated
with lorazepam, a loading dose of phenobarbital (40 mg/kg), and
was admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). She was
febrile (38.8 C rectally) with otherwise stable vital signs and was
started on empiric antibiotics.

The NICU staff noted recurrent episodes that began with
exaggerated responses to acoustic, tactile, or visual stimuli and
were followed by tachycardia, stiffening and jerky movements of
the whole body. Without intervention, the patient became apneic
with decreased oxygen saturation. The spells could be aborted by
folding the patient‘s upper body towards the lower body with
flexion of spine/neck or holding her in this position tightly.
Oxygen and manual ventilation were at times necessary.

Magnetic resonance imaging of the head was unremarkable.
Blood work, including investigations for inborn errors of
metabolism, was normal. Blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
cultures were negative and antibiotics were stopped. Serial EEGs
were normal; captured events did not correlate with
electrographic seizures on EEG. The diagnosis of hyperekplexia
was queried and confirmed clinically when it was determined
that attacks could be elicited by tapping on the philtrum.

Treatment was initiated with clonazepam at 0.01
mg/kg/day(d) and slowly increased to 0.1 mg/kg/d as episodes
continued. At this maximal dosage the patient was too sedated to
feed. Decreasing the clonazepam resulted in a significant episode
that required transfer back to the NICU. Clonazepam was
replaced with valproic acid (10 mg/kg/d) without success.
Clobazam was added and increased to a maximum of 1.75

mg/kg/d and valproic acid, which had never produced significant
improvement, was tapered and discontinued. On clobazam, the
patient was again significantly sedated and the dose was
decreased to 0.3 mg/kg/d. Nitrazepam was added at 1 mg/kg/d
and improvement was noted. Given initial improvement with
clonazepam and it simply not being tolerated at higher doses,
clobazam was tapered and discontinued and clonazepam
restarted at a lower dose of 0.07 mg/kg/d. With this combination
of benzodiazepines, the patient stabilized. She continued to have
daily spells but these did not require intervention or result in
apneas. Dosage adjustments allowed for discharge at four
months-of-age on nitrazepam 1 mg/kg/d and clonazepam 0.06
mg/kg/d.

The patient was initially tried with oral feeds but because of
a lack of interest in sucking a gastrostomy tube was placed and
later successfully removed at 17 months-of-age. Over the next
two years, the patient had two emergency department visits for
spells and one brief admission at 20 months-of-age for a
significant episode that required her parents to administer CPR
at home. She continues to have four to five episodes per week of
stiffening and jerking when tired or hungry. These are not
associated with cyanosis or apnea. Due to these mild episodes
her dose of clonazepam was increased to 0.125 mg in the
morning and 0.25 mg at night. Her nitrazepam dose was
maintained at 2.5 mg BID.

Development
Given the prolonged and complicated stay in hospital, the

difficulty with oral feeding, and the diagnosis of hyperekplexia,
the patient was assessed and followed by child developmental
services. She was assessed using the Alberta Infant Motor Scale
(AIMS) and scored below average at four and seven months. She
began walking at 16 months-of-age and physiotherapy was no
longer required by 22 months-of-age. Fine motor skills were
normal. Her first speech-language assessment occurred at 22
months-of-age using the Rossetti Infant Toddler Language Scale.
Her skills were judged to be between 15-18 months for language
comprehension and 18-21 months for gesture and play and
expressive language. The patient was always described as a
sociable child with good eye contact, appropriate play interests,
and normal interactions with her surroundings. In summary, by
two years-of-age, her fine motor and social skills were age-
appropriate. Her gross motor development, initially mildly
delayed, had normalized. Her language development however,
remained delayed.

Family History
The patient’s parents were first cousin Pakistani Muslims. In

addition to two healthy boys, they had a previous daughter, born
in Pakistan after an uneventful term pregnancy and vaginal
delivery weighing 3.3 kg with unconcerning Apgar scores. Her
parents recall episodes of rhythmic jerking of her upper arms,
legs, and body resembling “shivering,” that were associated with
stridor and a dark blue facial color in the first 24 hours-of-life.
Her medical records document “tonic-clonic” seizures from Day
2 of life lasting 20-25 seconds and occurring two to three times
per day. Between 10 and 15 days-of-life, her seizures increased
in frequency, severity, and duration. In response to her
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respiratory symptoms, choanal stenosis and larygomalacia were
ruled out. At three months-of-age, an EEG demonstrated diffuse
slowing (interpreted as possibly indicative of a metabolic
etiology), but no clear epileptiform activity. Cranial ultrasound,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomogram
(CT) of the brain were all reportedly normal. Her medical
records document normal growth and development, making a
metabolic etiology unlikely. At five months-of-age after a three
day asymptomatic period, she died while having a 45 minute
“seizure” at home. She had no symptoms of intercurrent illness
at the time. No etiology for her seizures was ever found and an
autopsy was not performed. In retrospect, it is highly probable
that she had hyperekplexia.

Genetic Testing
Neither the parents nor either of the two male siblings had

clinical evidence of hyperekplexia. Consistent with parental
consanguinity, our patient was found to be homozygous for a
nonsense mutation, R439X, in the SLC6A5 gene. The functional
impact of this mutation, which introduces a stop codon, is
currently being studied.

History
The first mention of exaggerated startle in the medical

literature dates back to 1880 when Beard published his
observations of the “Jumping Frenchmen of Maine”.33 He
described 50 cases of exaggerated startle, echolalia, and
“suggestibility”. In 1884, a similar syndrome was described in
patients from Siberia.34 Gilles de la Tourette’s interest in these
reports led to the evolution of the syndrome that now bears his
name.35 Little literature on the topic of exaggerated startle exists
after 1912.36 In 1965, the topic was reviewed by Stevens who
reported three new cases.37 The differences between the startle
disorders were later elucidated in the 1980s and it is now clear
that these early descriptions did not refer to the condition we now
know as hereditary hyperekplexia.25,38,39

The term hyperexplexia was first used in 1966 by Suhren et
al1 who described a Dutch family with an autosomal dominant
form of exaggerated startle reflex. The features were described
as: (1) hereditary, with an autosomal dominant mode of
transmission; (2) excessive startle by stimuli that do not result in
a response from normal individuals; (3) startle is exaggerated by
emotional tension, nervousness, fatigue; (4) consciousness
remains intact; (5) neonates demonstrate generalized hypertonia
from birth; (6) feeding problems do not occur and development
is not retarded but motor activities proceed more slowly; (7)
disorder severity varies during life with remission or progression
of disease; (8) generalized jerks at falling asleep; (9) exaggerated
brainstem reflexes; (10) higher prevalence of inguinal, umbilical,
and epigastric hernias. Within the Dutch pedigree, there were
individuals with a “minor” form of this disorder who only had
the exaggerated startle and none of the other features.

In 1967, Gastaut36 reported 12 patients with “essential startle
disease” with no family history. As in the hereditary form of
hyperekplexia, patients had an exaggerated startle to auditory or
tactile stimuli that could be so severe as to cause them to fall.
These patients did not seem to have a neonatal history of
hypertonicity.

In 1980 Andermann et al25 described two kindreds with
hyperekplexia. By this time, the two forms of the disorder, a
major and a minor form, were well accepted. As both forms
could be seen in a single family, they were thought to represent
different phenotypic expression of the same gene.

In the 1990s, Tijssen et al re-evaluated the Dutch family once
the linkage of hyperekplexia to chromosome 5q was established.
He found linkage to the area only in family members that fit the
criteria for the “major” form.40 In a later publication the authors
went on to describe the “minor” form of hyperekplexia that was
seen in the remaining members of the Dutch pedigree.41

Genetics
The importance of genetic factors in the heritance of

hyperekplexia has been recognized since the first descriptions of
the disorder. Prior to identification of the responsible genes,
autosomal dominant inheritance with incomplete penetrance and
variable expressivity was recognized.1,25 In 1992, linkage
analysis performed in a large family revealed that the disease
locus was linked to markers along the long arm of chromosome
5.42,43 In 1993 mutations were identified in the gene encoding the
alpha 1 subunit of the inhibitory glycine receptor (GLRA1) in
affected individuals.44

The mammalian glycine receptor (GlyR) is a hetero-
oligomeric protein complex consisting of five transmembrane
proteins located at the cytoplasmic face of the postsynaptic
membrane. The receptor forms a ligand-gated chloride
channel45,46 that when activated, results in membrane
hyperpolarization, and thus, synaptic inhibition in the brainstem
and spinal cord.47

There exist numerous descriptions in the literature of
autosomal dominant pedigrees with mutations in GLRA1. At
least one non-penetrant GLRA1 mutation has been reported.48

There are also rare cases of hyperekplexia caused by
homozygosity49-52 or compound heterozygosity52,53 for recessive
GLRA1 mutations.

However, GLRA1 mutations could not be identified in all
affected individuals.11,21,22 The assumption of genetic
heterogeneity for hyperekplexia was confirmed in 2002, when
the first mutation in the β-subunit of the glycine receptor
(GLRB) was identified in one of 22 individuals with sporadic
hyperekplexia.16 This patient was found to be a compound
heterozygote for a splice site and a missense mutation in GLRB,
confirming an autosomal recessive mechanism for mutations in
this gene.

With time it became apparent that mutations in other proteins
that interact with the glycine receptor could also be responsible
for hyperekplexia. Gephyrin, an anchoring protein, interacts
with the β-subunit of the glycine receptor at the post-synaptic
membrane.54 One individual with a missense mutation in the
gephyrin gene (GPHN) was found to have clinical evidence of
hyperekplexia.19

Collybistin is required for proper translocation of gephyrin to
the cell membrane. One patient with epilepsy and hyperekplexia
was found to have a mutation in the collybistin (ARHGEF9)
gene.20

Finally, presynaptic glycine transporters are responsible for
the reuptake of glycine at the synapse.55 Both heterozygous and
compound heterozygous mutations of the glycine transporter 2
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gene (GLYT2 or SLC6A5) have been shown to result in
hyperekplexia.17,18

COMORBIDITIES
Neonatal Apnea and Death

Although the onset of symptoms of hyperekplexia has been
reported in all age groups, symptoms most often begin at birth.
As described by Suhren et al1 and Andermann et al,25 neonates
present with hypertonicity, exaggerated startle, and at times
complications of inguinal or umbilical hernias. Cases of neonatal
death in patients with hyperekplexia secondary to apnea, cardiac
arrhythmias or cardiac arrest were reported early in the
understanding of the disorder.1,3,4,6,56-58 Hyperekplexia has also
been suggested as one of the possible etiologies for sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS).3,57

Feeding Difficulties
Feeding difficulties, as were experienced by our patient, have

also been reported as a complication of hyperekplexia.2,4 In one
case series feeding difficulties were noted in 20% of patients.
These were reported to improve with successful treatment of the
attacks.2

Developmental Delays
Most patients with hyperekplexia are described as

developmentally normal.1,2,4,5,7,9,10,16,20,25,30,32,43,59-63 Gross motor
development may be slowed and is thought to be secondary to
the hypertonicity and/or frequent falls.1,2,4,5,7,9,10,16,20,25,27,30,32,43,59-
63 Other delays in development have been reported but detailed
descriptions are lacking.7,22,51,64,65

TREATMENT
Benzodiazepines
Clonazepam

Clonazepam is the most commonly recommended treatment
for hyperekplexia. Several authors report significant
improvement with doses of 0.03 – 0.2 mg/kg/d.2,4,7,8,16,25,28-31

Clonazepam is a gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor a1
(GABARA1) agonist, enhancing GABA-gated chloride channel
function and presumably compensating for the defective glycine-
gated chloride channel function in hyperekplexia.66

The study determining the linkage of the gene for
hyperekplexia to chromosome 5q described a family with
autosomal dominant hyperekplexia. Sixteen family members
were treated successfully with clonazepam. Only patients with
severe symptoms were treated. Three of them were children.
Patients had significant improvement but not complete
resolution of symptoms with a dosage regimen of a maximum of
3 mg daily for adults and 1.5 mg daily for children. Sedation side
effects were reported as mild and transient.43

Other treatments have been tried in more difficult cases.
Unfortunately, the rarity of the disorder precludes large studies
of efficacy. One double-blind, placebo controlled, cross-over
study that included four patients revealed that patients on
clonazepam had reduced startle activity compared to vigabatrin
as measured by startle to auditory stimuli.67

Despite often dramatic response to clonazepam,2,4,7-
9,16,23,25,26,29,30,49-51,53,67 there are other reports that have found
clonazepam to be less effective.5,11,16,27,31,61 Saenz-Lope et al27

found clonazepam ineffective in their three patients but had
some success with the use of valproic acid and a combination of
hydroxytryptophan and piracetam. A series of 44 patients found
clonazepam ineffective in four patients.57 A combination of
clonazepam and diazepam was ineffective in treating a severe
case of neonatal hyperekplexia.56

Clobazam
Stewart et al32 successfully treated two infants with

clobazam. One was started on clonazepam at the time of
diagnosis but as in our case, did not tolerate the medication
because of sedation and decreased feeding. The dose used was
0.25 – 0.3 mg/kg/d. Both patients had a familial form of the
disorder but genetic testing was not described. Others have also
reported improvement with clobazam.28,31 In contrast, Gherpelli
et al found clobazam (10 mg/day) in one patient to be
ineffective.4

Antiepileptic medications (excluding benzodiazepines)
Phenobarbital

Early treatments included the use of phenobarbital with
conflicting reports of efficacy. Early studies report success with
phenobarbital.1 However as in our case, many patients diagnosed
in the neonatal period are initially treated with phenobarbital
when the diagnosis of seizures is considered. In these patients it
soon becomes apparent that phenobarbital does not arrest the
events.5,26-28,30

Valproic Acid
Dooley and Andermann13 reported an adolescent who failed a

trial of clonazepam but responded to valproic acid. Some report
improvement with valproic acid27,31 whereas others have shown
none.5,23,27,30,31

Other
Fluoxetine

Fluoxetine was found to be effective in one patient with
sporadic hyperekplexia of adult onset that was refractory to other
treatments.12

Intervention during an attack
During attacks resulting in apnea or cardiac disturbance,

resuscitation may be required. Vigevano described a method
used to “counteract the hypertonia” by flexing the head and legs
toward the trunk forcibly during an attack of stiffness. They
employed this method in a patient with great success who had
episodes otherwise refractory to several treatments.3 Others have
also recommended this method as it is effective, avoiding the
possibility of sudden death, and is easy to perform by health care
providers and families.4,10 Applying this maneuver to our patient
was extremely helpful in aborting acute attacks.
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CASE DISCUSSION
Our patient was severely affected with hyperekplexia. She

required resuscitation on several occasions during attacks. Her
sibling, who we presume to have had the same homozygous
genotype, died suddenly during a presumed startle episode at
five months-of-age. It is clear from the previous descriptions of
patients with SLC6A5 mutations that this gene can be responsible
for severe neonatal attacks characterized by apnea that require
intervention.17 Our patient experienced other comorbidities as
well. She had significant feeding difficulties that were overcome
with time but did require a gastrostomy tube. Her development
has been affected as well with mild delay in early gross motor
function in the beginning and mild delay in language.

The treatment of our patient was initially difficult and
complicated by the paucity of literature that focused primarily on
descriptions of the condition rather than its management, and
rarely addressed cases refractory to clonazepam. After trying
four different medications and their combinations, our patient
was successfully discharged on a combination of clonazepam
and nitrazepam.

CONCLUSION
Our understanding of the genetic basis of hyperekplexia

continues to evolve. The majority of mutations are seen in the
alpha subunit of the glycine receptor (GLRA1). These are usually
responsible for the classic autosomal dominant form of
hyperekplexia. However, mutations in this gene can also
occasionally cause autosomal recessive hyperekplexia.
Recently, mutations in the beta subunit of the glycine receptor
(GLRB1) gene as well as gephryn (GPHN) gene, and collybistin
(ARHGEF9) gene, which both encode clustering proteins, have
been shown to cause the hyperekplexia phenotype. Our report
provides a phenotypic description of a patient with a severe
homozygous mutation in the glycine transporter 2 (SLC6A5)
gene. It is imperative to investigate all patients from a molecular
genetic point of view to allow genotype-phenotype correlations
to emerge. This may ultimately guide management, predict
prognosis and help clinicians provide families with appropriate
expectations.

Startles may interfere with feeding and at times be life-
threatening, making treatment necessary. For now benzo-
diazepines remain the mainstay of therapy, but some patients
appear to require a combination of medications. Given the rarity
of the condition, large randomized control trials may not be
feasible. However, at least one study was able to complete a
double-blind, placebo controlled, cross-over study with four
patients with a mutation in GLRA1.67 More such studies are
required to help guide treatment in this disease which has
significant morbidity and in some cases a significant mortality
risk if left untreated.
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